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Honeybag

A tool that allows you to create 'bait archive'
with any folders and files, 

notify you if someone access it.

Useful for data breach detection, deception defense mechanism, etc.



How Honeybag works

1. Honeybag client
Generate ‘bait ZIP file’, with 
any embedded folder / 
files / doc / PDF, etc  

Alerting mechanisms:
- desktop.ini
- .url  



How Honeybag works

1. Honeybag client
Generate ‘bait ZIP file’, with 
any embedded folder / 
files / doc / PDF, etc  

Alerting mechanisms:
- desktop.ini
- .url  

2. Honeybag simple DNS server
Listening for incoming alert with DNS 
traffic, sqlite3 logging

3. RESPONDER IP address
Listening on incoming alert with 
SMB traffic / NTLM hashes





If we place 
‘$100,000’ worth BTC wallets 
on the Internet for 90 days

What will happen next?



What we have:

10 Bitcoin Wallets
- unprotected
- each contains 1 BTC Testnet

( In early 2020 
Real 1 BTC = ~USD $10,000 )



What we have:

10 Bitcoin Wallets
- unprotected
- each contains 1 BTC Testnet

( In early 2020 
Real 1 BTC = ~USD $10,000 )

Where we put it:

Open directory web servers







What’s happening in 90 days?

All 10 wallets (Honeybag) were stolen

9 / 10 wallets alerted us with ‘thief’ info. 1 missing

Fastest record of stolen wallet: < 1 minute (after posted on Pastebin)



An Unexpected Scene
Someone just ‘wipe out’ one of our BTC Testnet wallets



Timeline analysis - 2020-03-24

1. Web Server HTTP log 



2. Honeybag DNS Alert log

Timeline analysis - 2020-03-24



Timeline analysis - 2020-03-24
3. RESPONDER 



Timeline overview - 2020-03-24

14:40:46 UTC - Wallet.zip was stolen from web server

14:42:27 UTC - First DNS alert,someone accessed Wallet.zip

15:01:00 UTC - SMB Alert in RESPONDER log

15:15:00 UTC - He/she ‘wipe out’ our BTC TESTNET wallet



Do & Don’t
● Be patient!
● Customise our own unique deceptive baits
● Put up warning message / banners 

● Never underestimate the great impact of this



Honeybag
A tool that allows you to create 'bait archive' with 
any folders and files, notify you if someone access it.

https://github.com/honeybag



Thank you !
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